
Task 40.2

◻ Imagine that you are doing a project on what 
people use their smartphones  for. 

◻ You have collected some data on the subject (see 
the diagram below).

◻ Comment on the data in the diagram and give your 
personal opinion on the subject of the project. 

◻ A project is a detailed study of a subject by a pupil 
or student.





Use the following plan

◻ Make an opening statement on the subject of the 
project work

◻ Select and report 2-3 main features

◻ Make 1-2 comparisons where relevant 

◻ Outline a problem that can arise with using 
smartphones and suggest the way of solving it

◻ Draw  a conclusion giving your personal opinion on 
the role of smartphones in our life



The subject of the project work 

◻ The thing is being discussed “The role of smartphones in our life”

◻ At present a smartphone has had a marked impact on people’s life. They 
use smartphones to perform a variety of tasks during their day. Recently, 
we  have completed the project on why people use their mobile phones.   
(в этой части попробуем перифразировать what people use their 
smartphones  for )

◻ Marked / obvious / noticeable 

Во введении представлено вводное предложение для 
представления темы. 
Обозначена задача проектной работы (информация из условия 
перифразирована ) what for- why 
Если мы поставим how people use their mobile phones может ли 
поменяться задача , что  повлияет на оценку аспекта?



Select and report 2-3 main features

◻ According to the results of the project , we have discovered that 
people of different ages use their mobile phone in order to 
entertain, learn new things  and do some daily tasks. Firstly, with 
the help of a smartphone they are able to send an email to their 
friends and colleagues. Secondly, they spend most of their time on 
the Internet  (так как мысль не завершена- аспект могут 
посчитать неполным – добавляю to search for information 
which is necessary for their work and studies.  Surely, a device such 
as a mobile phone can save their time especially when  they have 
to do analytical or calculating tasks (данная мысль по логике 
не связана с пунктами из диаграммы )

◻ Выделены два  пункта из диаграммы – email/ surfing the 
Net 



Make 1-2 comparisons where relevant 

◻ Surprisingly, 79 % of the participants of the project 
claim that they use their mobile phone to exchange 
emails or send text messages whereas only 50 % prefer 
surfing the Internet on the phone. We expected quite a 
different  figure at the beginning of the project. 

◻ Данные о процентах использованы в данном 
пункте плана для сравнения 

◻ Автор показывает неожиданные результаты, 
которые не совпали с ожиданиями в начале 



Outline a problem that can arise with using smartphones and 
suggest the way of solving it

However, despite the fact that a modern smartphone is a hepful 
device, there are still problems with using them. Obviously, it is not a 
simple tool  to use due to a range of limited operations. Besides, it is  
almost impossible to perform creative tasks  by a smart phone.  To  
make it more effecient, a set of additional functions facilitating the 
work of a mobile phone are necessary to fulfil. 
Tool - also anything that helps you to do something you want to do 
(Cambridge)
Аспект можно посчитать неполным – так как выявлено 
две проблемы (is  almost impossible to perform creative tasks)  но 
решение дано к одной) 
Упоминание второй проблемы в дальнейшем удаляем по 
организации 



Draw  a conclusion giving your personal opinion on the 
role of smartphones in our life

◻ To conclude, I am sure that a smartphone plays a 
significant role in people’s daily life despite its 
inefficiency for those who work creatively. 

◻ В заключении представлен вывод по теме 
(согласно введению) и упомянута проблема 
из предыдущего параграфа (  как один из 
способов  логически связать параграфы) 



Sample 1

◻ At present a smartphone has had a marked impact on people’s life. They use smartphones to perform a 
variety of tasks during their day. Recently, we  have completed the project on why people use their mobile 
phones.

◻ According to the results of the project , we have discovered that people of different ages use their mobile 
phone in order to entertain, learn new things  and do some daily tasks. Firstly, with the help of a smartphone 
people  are able to send an email to their friends and colleagues. Secondly, they spend most of their time on 
the Internet to search for information  which is necessary for their work and studies. Surely, a device such as a 
mobile phone can save their time especially when  they have to do analytical or calculating tasks. 

◻ Surprisingly, 79 % of the participants of the project claim that they use their mobile phone to exchange emails 
or send text messages whereas only 50 % prefer surfing the Internet on the phone. We expected quite a 
contrary figure at the beginning of the project. 

◻ However, despite the fact that a modern smartphone is a hepful device, there are still problems with using 
them. Obviously, it is not a simple tool  to use due to a range of limited operations. Besides, it is  almost 
impossible to perform creative tasks  by a smartphone.  To  make it more effecient, a set of additional  
functions facilitating the work of a mobile phone are necessary to fulfil. 

◻ To conclude, I am sure that a smartphone plays a significant role in people’s daily life despite its inefficiency 
for those who work creatively. 

◻ 265 words 



Ideas and facts

◻  These days a great smartphone should have a 
high-resolution screen, great camera, long-lasting 
battery, and enough processing power to handle all 
the tasks that are most important to you, whether 
gaming, photography, social media, or work. 

◻ Those familiar with Apple’s world-class iPhones 
know that they’re well designed smartphones with a 
tried and tested operating system (iOS) that just 
works.

◻ To perform brilliantly


